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TWO EASY-TO-BUILD AM RADIO KITS

by Karl J. Zuk

Introduction. There are two very inexpensive radios in kit form that retail
for under $20. The Radio Shack Archerkit 28-4029 sells for $12.95 and the
Heathkit GR-l009 sells for $18.95. They are designed as beginner's kits and

are very easy to assemble, taking no more than four hours of work to complete.
They both feature very easy construction, and have components that are very
spread out for easy assembly and later modifications, if desired.

Overall Performance. For under $20, you just cannot expect a "DX Machine",
a1 though I have been able to pull in a fair share of DX on both. If you
have never assembled a kit, or want a good scratchpad to experiment with
radio design and modifications, these were made for you. The Archerkit
needed some minor modifications to even put it in the running. The Heathkit
suffered from very poor audio due to a bad matching of audio output stages
to the very inexpensive speaker that was provided with the unit. If Heath

and Radio Shack investigated each other's products and combined their ideas,
They could probably come up with a great sounding, very inexpensive kit.
Both of these radios have been on the market for several years, and as far
as I know, they have never been improved upon.

ensitivit. Both units suffer from typical inexpensive radio design. Poor
sens1t1v ty was noted, especially under 1000 kHz. The unmodified Archerkit

was so insensitive, it could only pick up the strongest of stations locally.
With the modifications explained later in the article, the sensitivity
increases about 15 dB, to a useable level for casual listening. The Archer-
kit has slightly better strong signal handling capacity than the Heathkit,
but the Heathkit's overall sensitivity is at least 10 dB hotter than the

Archerkit. The Heath was much more prone to images and internally created
harmonics due to signal overload, the Archerkit was predisposed to shortwaveimages.

Selectivity. The Archerkit has a very broad selectivity curve, approaching
20 kHz from the carrier frequency. It would make a good low cost reception
monitor for a broadcast station because of its broadband response and
fairly hefty audio output that could drive an efficient bookshelf loud-
speaker to a reasonable level. I found the high frequency response to be
too good for the small speaker provided with set,' creating a shrill sound.
I created a low-pass filter to cure that. The Archerkit can split two'
channels apart (i.e. 880 to 900 kHz) without any problem, one channel width
apart if both stations are fairly weak. The Heathkit uses two 455 kHz
ceramic filters for comparatively narrow and sharp selectivity. It will
easily split 10 kHz channels, and pick up strong 5 kHz splits. Don't
expect a lot of transoceanic DX with this unless you fly there to pick it
up! The Heathkit has a muddier, less-pleasing sound, but can cut the cheesebetter. "

Design and Ap~earance. The Heathkit is larger and much heavier than the

Archerk1t, be1ng 3t x 6 5/8 x 1 5/8 inches to the Archerkit's Jix5ixl1 inches.
Both are powered by a standard NEDA 16049 volt battery. The Heathkit has
about three times the components and is much more sophisticated than the

Archerkit. The Heathkit has 8 transistors and two ceramic fn ters and 7
diodes. The Archerkit ,has two transistors, one LMJ86 audio amp chip, and
one diode. Each feature a 455 kHz superhet design with one mixer stage and
one IF amp stagel the Heathkit has an added RF amplifier stage. The Heath-
kit is easier to build with a clearer, almost over-elaborate assembly manual.
The Archerkit left a few gaps in assembly description, but common sense

made minor questions in assembly disappear. Both sets are housed in "high
impact" plastic boxes. The Heathkit has a slide on and off battery compart-
ment door for battery access, leaving the componentry permanently sealed in
the cabinet. The sliding plastic piece will wear out quickly and/or break
leaving the battery hole uncovered. A little hinge or clasp arrangement
would have been nice. The Heathkit also features a jack for powering the
unit via an outside power supply, which the Archerkit lacks. The Archerkit's

back comes completely off to replace the battery, exposing all the components
with it. In this case, the back will probably wear out, eventually ~aking
the housing of the radio cumbersome and poor. Most inexpensive radios
today employ one of these two methods of battery removal, so I suppose thesedrawbacks are a part of modern life.
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As for battery drain, the Heathkit claims 60 hours at two hours of daily
use. The Archerkit is slightly better. Both are pretty efficient when it
comes to battery consumption. Finally, there is a lot of room to add things
in the Archerkit, should you want to modify or add to it. The Heathkit is
fairly well packed in comparison, but still has a decent amount of room to
move. I had to file some burrs away from the Heathkit's cabinet to make
the capacitor and volume control knobs fit without rubbing.

Antenna Coils. Both units use ferrite rod antenna coils for signal pickup,
but both have problems. The Archerkit coil must be tuned for optimum signal
pickup during assembly, and uses enameled wire interwoven with cotton, that
leads from the coil through a hole in the printed circuit board to the

. foil side for soldering. Although this is a common technique used in

pocket radios, I sleeved these leads with tubing to prevent eventual
shorting or breaking. The Heathkit had a serious problem with its coil.

, They preassembled the coil wires to metal pins that would fit through the

board like component leads. As the pins are crimped onto a weak piece
. of cardboard and sealed with wax, the coil eventually comes Loose from
the pins, reducing your sensitivity to nil. The Archerkit uses two strong
plastic mounts to hold the coil in place which is much better than the
Heathkit. I managed to repair the Heathkit's coil by delicately soldering
the wires back to the four connecting pins, and then, before remounting
the coil, putting a good amount of household silicon seal where the coil
will sit, then easing the repaired coil onto the silicon and soldering
it in place. I then reinforced it with more seal. It hasn't come apart
yet, and it much better than the original which fell apart in a matter of
days.

Flaws and suggestions to the manufacturers I The Heathkit is a very ambit-
10US kit for such a low price. It is generally well built and is sophist-
icated in design, but has a very serious flaw in its audio. It uses an
inexpensive, small magnet 2 inch speaker that sounds just dreadful. I
realize that I cannot expect high fidelity from such a set, but I returned
three speakers to Heathkit before I gave up and bought a Radio Shack
equivalent which sounded only marginally better. All their good circuitry
is wasted by ignoring the set's audio quality. The Archerkit uses the same
size speaker, but with a nice hefty magnet, and it sounds really nice. The
Heathkit will break into miserable distortion at just above a quiet listen-
ing level, while the Archerkit will play wide open and sound great.

The Archerkit also has a fatal flaw. It suffers from very poor
sensitivity unless modif~ed. I built this kit over a year ago, and found it
so insensitive that I just shelved it and wrote it off to a quick fun
experience. Luckily I chanced upon an article in~, written by Doug
DeMaw, in their August 1985 issue. Entitled "A Semi-Kit Receiver for 75/80
Meters", it shows in great detail how to modify the Archerkit to receiver
the 75/60 meter amateur bands. Before getting into modifying the unit for
ham use, he suggested the following to increase the sensitivity of the unit.
Replace R8 with a 100 ohm unit. R7 changes from 560 to 100 ohms. R12 is
deleted and replaced with a jumper wire. Cl), connectea between pin 1 and
pin 8 of the LMJ86 chip, is replaced with a't k resistor and .05 uP capacit-
or in series with one another. I mounted the .05 disc in the place of Cl)
and used the holes provided for J2 and mounted the lk resistor there, which
is also electronically correct and neat. Then connect a .22 uP capacitor
and a 2.2 kilohm resistor in series from pin 8 of the chip to a convenient
ground. I mounted these on the foil side and covered them with black

electrical tape to insulate. This increases the sensitivity greatly.
Thank you, Doug, for saving my kit from the dust pilesl I added an exter-
nal antenna connection by connecting a wire from foil point W to a small
capacitor I I used a .01 uF at 100 volts, to an earphone type "mini" jack
mounted on the top of the cabinet to the right of the antenna coil. This
improved reception under 1000 kHz greatly with a five foot piece of wire.
Anything longer overloaded the set. I also found the sound of the set to
be shrill after modification, so I replaced C5 with a .05 uP capacitor.
This lopped off the ~igh end of the audio for a more pleasing sound. Be
sure to fully realign the Archerkit after modification. Save yourself
the trouble, and assemble the set initially with these modifications, and
you'll have a much more enjoyable kit. I would like to see Radio Shack
make these changes, since they would cost very little extra, and make the
set much better in performance.

I Conclusions and Recommendationsl I have a hard time deciding which set I
prefer. The Heathkit can certainly pick up more stations because of its

superior selectivity, but only a seasoned static-listening,DXer, who is
used to muddy and distorted audio would tolerate its sound. Although the
Archerkit is a much simpler radio, it has a nice sound for casual listen-
ing and you find yourself not caring about its lack of selectivity. It is
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certainly capable of some DX. I heard a 500 watt day timer on it at a
distance of over 2000 miles, after the set was modified. I would tend
to use a small portable like this for casual listening, and therefore
would probably the Archerkit because of its really nice sound, If

Heathkit could solve' their audio problem, they would have an amazing radio
for the price. Both are certainly worthwhile to build, and how can you
pass them up at this inexpensive price? Thanks again for Doug DeMaw's
modifications to the Archerkit, If you have any comments please write.

Karl J. Zuk (KarlZuk is a maintenanceengineer
154 Old PostRoad North and audio/recordingengineerfor
Croton-on-Hudson, New York 10520 ABC-TV's Wide World of Sports and
USA ABC News, and eats at least one AM

radio daily for breakfast.)

Archerki t

Heathki t

(the sets are pictured above, unless reproduction isn't good enough, in
which case blobs will be pictured above)

* * * *

Circuit Specialists, Box )047, Scottsdale, AZ 85257 is selling off some of
its old J.W. Miller stock, mostly RF chokes and old TV coils, but also the
2000, 2001 and 2002 ferrite ~CR antenna coils, and shielded ~nd unshielded
MW RF and oscillator coils 70-A, 71-RF, 7)-OSC, A-)20A, A-5495RF (these
latter for $1.50 each). Try a SASE to Circuit Specialists for a completelist,

Also from Circuit Specialists comes the data sheet for the Motorola

MC1)020 ~QUAM AM stereo decoder IC. It is to be used at the output of an
AM IF stage (needs 200 mV rms to work), and seems to be designed for a
450 kHz IF, using a ).6 MHz crystal divided by 8 for its VCO, But the

data also recommends use of an LC circuit which could easily be tweaked
for yielding 455 kHz. Go for it tinkerers!
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I just received my notice from our Club President, Richard E. Wood, that I
have been appointed IRCA's new representative to ANARC. I would like to take a
moment to thank the IRCA Board for their vote of confidence in me.

For thoseof you who do not knowme,Ihavebeenamemberof IRCAsince1970.
I was the first editor of the column which at that time was called .Advisor.. I
gave up the column after about four years and it was taken over by Tim O'Hare.
I have been a OX'er and shortwave listener since 1966. I do belong to several
other OX Clubs: but, I will not mention them here. I am 36 years old and I have
been married for almost 17 years: my wifes name is Helene.

'l'~.'a'" uL" ""."La:' ii;"..", that UUL Cluu i'LU".i.<J"II;; hdS dsk"o IOu ;;0 doorUs" ,0
the membership. However,beforeIgo on with thatI have a requestof the entire
membershipof IRCA. If thereis anythingyou would likeme to reccomendplease
let me know. Remember, I am not a Board Member and do not have an official vote
in either IRCA or ANARC. However, if you let me know your thoughts on issues of
importance to OX'ing in general I can make our Club President, Richard E. Wood,
aware of your thoughts and perhaps give some advise to him on the subject.

The first item that our Club President, Richard E. Wood, has asked me todo
is to ask the Club Membership is if BCB OX'ers and the IRCA can afford to pay a
proportion of ANARC's likely costs in fighting the various bills before congress
to make it illeoal for any citizen to monitor certain radio telephone freq's. I
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personally feel that if Congress suceeds at making it illegal to monitor radio
telephone frequencies it will only be a matter of time before they pass a law to
make it illegal for the shortwave listener to listen to shortwave broadcasts and
finally the BCB OX'er to listen to certain BCB broadcasts. I have already sent
my letter of complaint to Congress. What I would like to know is what is the'
general opinion of most IRCA Members? I will make a report to ANARC on the sub-
ject as soon as I feel I have sufficient information to base my report on. Of
course, I will make sure that my suggestions to ANARC are based on what most of
the clubs members want, not what I want.

The second item is whether or not ANARC is correct when they generate tons
of paper and use loads of postage stamps on letters to the FCC regarding many of
the FCC personalities. Most of this is of no interast to the BCB OX'er. Please
let me kn~w what you think!

The third item is why does it seem like the East Coast has had the most of
the ANARC Conventions? Our Club President, who has been a member of IRCA for a
lots more years than I have, cannot recall an ANARC Convention on the West Coast
at all. I do believe there was one that was sponsored by ASWLC; infact, I was at
that convention held at the University of California at Irvine. Both ASWLC and
SCADS have been trying to get an ANARC Convention in Southern California again.
There has been no luck. Is ANARCtryingto ignoreDX'ersonthe West Coast? IRCA
is a West Coast DX Club and has been for as long as I can remember, So is ASWLC
and SCADS for that matter. In addition it seems like there are more ANARC Conv-
entions in Montreal than anywhere else. Radio Canada International has always
been a very good host for ANARC Conventions. However, isn't it time another ANARC
Convention was held on the West Coast? What do you as IRCA Members think of this
subject? Please let me know so I can make my report to ANARC!

I will try to write a column once a month and keep you informed of all AN~RC
matters that pertain to IRCA and BCB DX'ing. The column will usually be in the
last OXMonitor of the month except in months where there is only one DXMonitor. In

such a case the column will be in whenever the DXMonitor comes out. ~
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